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Cities fit for cycling! Cambridge fit
for cycling? The campaign by The
Times has opened some important
opportunities during the last month.
A strong focus on the high price paid
by vulnerable road users may seem
gory or excessive, but we do have our
own share of dangerous encounters in
Cambridge, and fatalities happen not
only in London. Cynthia Barlow lost
her daughter and became a road safety
advocate. Listen to her forceful voice
on The Times’ website:‘We should not
marginalise road death in this way. We
should not let this happen. We don’t
need to let this happen. There is a raft
of preventive measures which can be
taken. We are just not doing enough to
make cycling and walking safe.’ *
This is why we are looking forward
to working with Stephen Gedny,
Cambridgeshire Police’s new Casualty
Reduction Officer, to address the issues
raised by The Times’ campaign. The
imminent introduction of the 20mph
scheme for residential areas will be
an important step towards making
our streets more inviting for those
who go on two or three wheels. The
public understands that our streets are
avenues of communal living, where
children can roam and neighbours
meet, not just transportation corridors,
where motorised speed, and fear, reign.
Indeed, our own city council was the
first in the nation to vote in support
of The Times campaign, even though
it is still searching for the money to
fully re-instate its bicycle co-ordinator
position. The county council is thinking
about the issue as we go to press. Our
elected officials are waking up to the
fact that there is political mileage in
being the most cycled city in the land.
Yes, voters do appreciate the car-free
lifestyle Cambridge increasingly offers
its residents.
Great news about bike parking
at the station. After many years
of engagement with this issue,
the Department for Transport has
rewarded a long tradition of local
cycling with a grant of £500,000

towards the proposed 3,000-space
multistorey cycle park at the station.
The embarrassing shortage of bike
parking at the station will soon be
transformed into a proud monument
to sustainable transport – we will
continue to offer feedback for the
developers, making sure the design
really works. We hope to include a
presentation by the architects at one
of our monthly meetings. I personally
hope the building will feature a
striking artistic design to celebrate the
local lifestyle on two wheels.
In the last issue we carried the portrait
of a cycling doctor. For all the charm
of his story, we suspect that, on an
institutional level, the NHS is only
slowly grasping what cycling can do
for their public health improvement
and obesity reduction goals. We hope
to initiate this discussion at one of the
next public monthly meetings with a
representative of the NHS: how do you
balance the health benefits of cycling
and the health risks of cycling if you
try to manage public health outcomes?
The annual Reach Ride is coming
up in May and that means one more
job for everybody: at school, in your
college, at work or on your street, you
really ought to be a Reach Ride Feeder
Ride organiser. Put together a little
group, help them to get back on their
bikes, remind them, encourage them,
decorate those bikes, and ride together
to our departure point. Our website
has the leaflet to download and some
hints on how to publicise the event
with your friends, Facebook, Twitter
or in the flesh. A feeder ride can carry
the colours of your football club or
your taxi firm. Most importantly, it will
offer a thoroughly positive experience
of cycling for some of your mates, so
that yet another car may be driven
less often.
Michael Cahn, Co-ordinator
* www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/
nl101times
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Cities fit for cycling
Coun. Johnstone’s motion to
county council on 27 March

Rhoda Buchanan from The Times (left) talks with Cllr Shona Johnstone and
members of Cambridge Cycling Campaign regarding CycleSafe in Cambridge

This council recognises Cambridge’s
role as the cycling capital of
the United Kingdom and the
importance of cycling for the
economic prosperity of the area.
The Council therefore welcomes
Cambridgeshire’s bid for improved
cycle routes in the Local Sustainable
Transport Fund for further
investment to improve cycling to the
new Enterprise Zone at Alconbury,
Cambridge Science Park station
and A10 corridor. The Council also
acknowledges the role that cycling
can play in meeting other objectives,
notably improved mobility and
better health outcomes.

Unless you’ve been deep in a salt
mine in Poland, you are likely to have
seen that The Times has recently
been running an excellent campaign
supporting cycling. On day one
there was a piece about cycling
in Copenhagen.

However, the Council also recognises
that cyclists can be vulnerable
and therefore welcomes and
supports the campaign by The
Times to improve safety for cyclists.
The Council therefore requests
Cabinet to:

I’ve long thought that one of the
troubles with visits to the Netherlands
and Denmark is that many say:
‘That would be impossible in the
UK’. So, for many people in the UK a
better comparison would be with…
Cambridge. Of course we have
problems in Cambridge, where some
things are far from perfect, but
detailed explorations abroad can show
that even exemplary cities have their
faults. Have you tried to understand
the ‘turn left’ rule at traffic lights in
Denmark, or seen the cycle parking at
Odense railway station?
So we invited the same Times
journalist, Rhoda Buchanan, to cycle
with a small group of us in Cambridge.
Our intention was to show just what
could be attained in an UK city with
UK rules. We wouldn’t hide the warts,
but would emphasise the positive. By
chance we had fine weather, and it
was the day the full city council was
due to vote in support of the ‘Cities fit

for Cycling’ objectives. On our route
we were able to meet with councillors
from both the city and county, as well
as have excellent tea and scones
courtesy of Outspoken. We looked at
the station. We visited recent changes
on Hills Road bridge, cycle lanes, the
Grand Arcade cycle park, medieval
streets shared with pedestrians, the
wonderful green spaces, and busy
bridges across the Cam. We had media
coverage the following day, but hope
for more coverage in the future.
The city council overwhelmingly
supported the Cities fit for Cycling
motion and another one calling for
20mph limits throughout the city’s
residential areas. Three members of
the Campaign committee spoke in
support. We have much to gain by
selling Cambridge as the UK’s best
cycling city, not least encouraging
those in power to ensure that those
warts are removed.
By the time you read this we hope that
the county council will also have, in
full council, supported a motion similar
to that passed by the city council.
Central government should then have
the confidence to allocate funds to
Cambridge, and permit experimental
traffic orders, so that we can clearly

• Sign up to The Times campaign
and take opportunities to
promote its message within and
outside Cambridgeshire;
• Consider the call by the Minister
for Transport, Norman Baker, to
appoint a cycling champion for
Cambridgeshire; and
• Continue to work with District
Councils in Cambridgeshire to
use future s106 funding for
improved cycle routes along key
development corridors.

become an example to all cities and
towns in the UK. I’m told that cycling
around Cambridge increased by 21%
last year. By getting rid of the warts,
better enforcement of existing laws,
and the implementation of some
proposed changes, I’m sure we could
soon double that increase.
Jim Chisholm
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Cycle park

A third cycle park needed for the city centre
We need a third cycle park for the city
centre! It’s a long-term project. We all,
cyclists, councillors, council officers
and traders, need to start thinking
about it now.
In a motion to be discussed by the
county council soon, there is explicit
recognition of the importance of
cycling to the economic well-being
of the city. It follows, therefore, that
shortage of cycle parking space is
having economic consequences for
the city.

Some history
In the thirty years I have lived in
Cambridge, there has been a desperate
search for places where more cycle
parking could go in the city centre,
competing against all the other
needs for space in a concentrated
environment. There have been a few
places found here, a dozen there, lots
around the Guildhall, but in the tens
not the hundreds or thousands.
Then we made a big stride forward
when Simon Nuttall, in his rôle with
the cycle theft reduction project within
the Police, and with co-operation
from the city council, was able to
establish the Park Street Cycle Park in
the basement of the car park. A very
large number of spaces was created at
one go.
The cycle park was a novel concept for
Cambridge, although based on solid
experience from European examples.
It got off to a slow start. Being a little
off-centre, it took quite a while for
people to discover it. However, it has
become well used over the years,
despite its less-than-ideal location,
and helped by the presence of the
Cycle Ambulance repair shop. The
concept has been validated.
More recently, the Grand Arcade cycle
park has shown the same trend. It was
underused for the first year as people
began to learn about it. Use increased
when direction signs to it went up in
St Andrew’s Street. If the entrance had
been off St Andrew’s Street in the first
4

place, it would have been better used
from the start.

Ups and downs
It could have been worse though. The
county council bitterly opposed proper
access to it from both directions,
and only gave way after an immense
amount of work by us. We had a lot to
do with getting a cycle park written
into the planning requirements as
well. The 500 or so spaces were a big
advance even on Park Street and were
located in the heart of the city centre.
They should have provided decent
capacity for a few years.
But, in fact, only about 230 public
spaces were provided. The other
spaces are reserved for use by the
bike shop. Useful as this is, to have
half the spaces commandeered was a
bitter blow. The consequence is that
cycle parking demand has once again
outstripped supply and at busy times
of the week and the year the Grand
Arcade cycle park is now full. The signs
now plastered along the corridors
telling you not to park there are clear
evidence of the lack of space.
It hasn’t helped that other new
developments in the centre, notably
Christ’s Lane (which replaced
Bradwells Court) were let off their
requirement to provide cycle parks on
the basis that the Grand Arcade park
was there.

Of cabbages and kings
So the time has come to develop a
third cycle park for the city centre.
Undoubtedly, such plans are fraught
with difficulty, and some people’s
reaction is immediately to look for
reasons why it can’t be done. But there
were problems with the previous ones
which were overcome. It’s hardly a
task on the scale of Crossrail or the
Olympics, and the government is doing
those. Yes, there’s money to be found,

Expanding cycling is
the only way to increase
footfall in the city centre
substantially
and space to be found, but we have to
do it if the demand is to be satisfied.
And actually in the long run it helps
with space as it reduces need for
central car parking spaces (and also
Park & Ride buses).
Where could it go? Surely there is
no room in the centre for another
500 cycle spaces in one place? I beg
to differ.
One possibility would be to put it
underground. This has been done
with much success in numerous
Dutch and German cities. We saw an
underground cycle park on our field
trip to Münster ten years ago. Car
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Cycle park

a yard. In the middle of the yard, is
a single-storey building housing a
telephone exchange, and the rest is
surrounded by the shopping centres.
I think we could use that yard better.
Yes, there will be ownership issues and
security issues. But let’s not look for
reasons why we can’t do it, but ways
we can. Vehicles may still need to use
the yard so it may need a platform
arrangement so that either the
vehicles or the cycles are at first-floor
level. Or, better still, let’s use the large
area of flat roof space on top of the
telephone exchange.
Post Office Terrace: one of the few spaces of any size in the heart of the city centre.
parking under Parker’s Piece has been
seriously mooted over the years, but
really it is just as inappropriate and
in any case too far from the centre.
Other underground locations would
be extremely expensive anywhere you
couldn’t cut and cover.

I think there is a location that could
work above ground. This is Post Office
Terrace, a site that goes unnoticed in
the very centre. Just to the south of
the path up into Lion Yard from St
Andrew’s Street, Post Office Terrace
is a little service road that leads into

And if it really, really isn’t possible
then the question for politicians is, just
where would you put it? Cycle parking
in the city centre is critical to its
vitality, and after a few years of grace,
it is a critical problem once more.
David Earl
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Access to the island platform:
‘Something must be done!’
Back in January there was a series of
exchanges on one of our email lists
about the ‘gutters’ on the footbridge
to the new island platform at
Cambridge station.
Excerpts from some of these are
shown in the column to the right.

I sent these quotes, and some more, to
contacts within the rail industry.
We had previously been told that the
footbridge met guidance, although
it was suggested that there were
problems meeting both ‘guidance’ and
the requirements of the Disability

‘Personally I would not even
consider using the wheeling
channel. With a full-sized bike
and panniers it is much easier
to lug your bike up the steps. I
have yet to see anybody attempt
to use them, everybody that I
have seen carries.’
‘A few days ago I took my small
folding bike (which with its lock
weighs around 15kg) to London
and found that I really couldn’t
manage the footbridge ramp
safely. It is too steep and too
thronged with people coming
in the opposite direction for
someone of my age to deal with
(I’m in my late 70s). Going down
is worse than going up because
of the concern that I might fall.
Fortunately on this occasion
someone helped me.’
‘The thing which I find most
unpalatable is the waste in
installing, and then modifying,
cycle channels on the steps
which are close to useless (to
a significant extent, I suspect,
because they are L-shaped
and not U-shaped, with the
result that you not only have to
push – or hold back – the bike,
but at the same time ensure
that it stays on the channel). I
quite agree that the channels
are hopeless.’
‘I’m fit and strong and after
struggling with my full-sized
bike, with two panniers, on the
way up, I decided that trying to
use the channels on the way
down would lead to the bike
running away from me. So I
took the lift...’

The open wheeling channels on the new bridge at Cambridge station are almost
universally ignored as bikes simply fall off when using them.
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Discrimination Acts (DDA). Clearly our
members thought the facilities were
unusable.
So who has said something must be
done? Is it one of the awkward squad
amongst our members? No, in fact
early in March we had an email from
someone within Network Rail, who I
believe is on the Cycle Rail Working
Group. He wrote:
‘I have made some enquiries
and it does seem that we should
do something here.’
Discussions are to take place with
the sustainability officer for the
Association of Train Operating
Companies and Abellio (Greater
Anglia), who now operate Cambridge
station. We will ask to contribute
to this work, hopefully improving
facilities not only at Cambridge, but
also elsewhere.
Incidentally, we were told that our
gateline survey of bike use done
in March 2010 (was it really two
years ago?) was ‘gold dust’ as no
one has done anything like that
anywhere previously.

Then there’s the lifts
The new bridge and new platform can
also be reached through lifts, which
are of course much more expensive
to build and operate, although they
are required as the only way for
some people with luggage or with
disabilities to reach the new platform.
Lifts should also help elderly cyclists
or some with disabilities who are
stable on a bike but unstable on foot
and unable to push their bike up the
stairs, even if there were proper guide
rails. This will apply to a number
of Campaign members (and to my
86-year-old father). Unfortunately,
the lifts are small (1.60 × 1.60m). An
adult bike is about 1.80m long, so
can be fitted into the lifts at an angle,
but this is awkward and limits the
lift’s capacity. These expensive lifts
fail to properly cater for cyclists with

Cycle channels on Amalienbrücke in Oldenbur.g, Germany.
The slope is for people with pushchairs or wheeled luggage.
disabilities, a despicable shortcoming
of much infrastructure supposedly in
compliance with the DDA.
Most airports have larger lifts with
entrance and exit doors on opposite
sides, avoiding users having to reverse
out and thereby speeding up the
unloading and loading process. Most
train stations in Germany offer lifts
with doors on opposite sides, too,
a design that allows users to push
a wheelchair or bike through, or
walk straight on with roller luggage.
Network Rail has invested in lifts that

can carry 1,200 kg, so how much more
would it have cost for cabins 20cm
longer, with the capacity to properly
fit a mix of users with luggage,
wheelchairs, bikes etc?
As Monica Frisch wrote at the
planning stage for the island platforms
(Newsletter 91): ‘Better access resulting
from larger lifts and wider staircases
would benefit not just cyclists but all
station users.’
Jim Chisholm and Klaas Brümann

We’re the
electric Bike experts
We sell the best and repair the rest!

Discover the joys of an effort-busting e-bike, with
5% off selected models for campaign members
until April 15th 2012. Come to our store and test ride
an electric cycle today. We promise you’ll be impressed!
The Electric Transport Shop Ltd, Hope Street Yard, Hope Street, CB1 3NA
01223 247410 | sales@tets.biz | ElectricBikeSales.co.uk
CAmBridgE - OxfOrd - LONdON - BriSTOL
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Perne Road roundabout
Cambridgeshire County and Cambridge
City councils have been consulting on
safety improvements to the Radegund
Road/Perne Road/Birdwood Road
roundabout. These aim to make the
roundabout safer and more cyclefriendly by narrowing the lanes around
the roundabout, meaning traffic will
have to drive more slowly. Cambridge
Cycling Campaign is in favour of
measures to make this roundabout
less hostile to those on cycles, though
we are not all agreed that what is
proposed is the best possible solution.
But we are in favour of measures to
reduce the speed of motor vehicles
along Perne Road and believe that this
will achieve significant safety gains,
which is positive. The consultation
period has now ended and the scheme
will be considered in June and July,
with construction work, if approved,
starting in autumn/winter 2012.
We have submitted comments, along
the following lines, to both county
and city councils and expressed
our concern that the measures are
insufficient to make the junction feel
safe enough for less experienced
cyclists to use it. Some of our members
feel that the design will still result in
points of conflict between cyclists and
motor vehicles. However, we accept
that when speeds are lower the sense
of danger may be reduced.
We know that cyclists will have
different reactions to the design
depending on their level of confidence.
Some will feel comfortable to control
the lane at the ‘pinch-point’ entrance
of the roundabout, others may prefer
to dismount or seek a bike bypass or
escape route. However, at this location
there are no off-road cycle paths to
connect with the bike bypasses, and
we are not in favour of anything that
encourages cycling on the pavement.
While we understand that the design
is modelled on Dutch roundabouts,
which have a good safety record, we do
not believe that the Dutch would use
a roundabout in the context of a major
traffic artery like this without more
8

specific separate
provision for cyclists.
It may be that traffic
lights would be a
more effective means
to manage the flow
of traffic. However,
we recognise
that this would
be a much more
complex project.
We note that pedestrian crossing
islands with lowered central areas
are proposed on Radegund Road
and Birdwood Road, which mean
that people wheeling bikes do not
have to bump them up and down the
islands. We wish the same provision
to be provided on the two Perne Road
arms, in addition to the two existing
pedestrian crossings which are further
away. While the islands are useful for
pedestrians, they can also be used by
less confident cyclists. They should be
large enough to accommodate a bike
being wheeled, a wheelchair, a mobility
scooter or a pushchair.
With the proviso that islands are
provided on both Perne Road arms of
this roundabout as described above,
we would like to offer our measured

and cautious support to this change,
on the understanding that it is
experimental, and that if, contrary to
expectations, it makes matters worse
for cyclists, remedial measures will
be undertaken.
We would also urge that the design
and construction should not preclude
further improvements, for example,
bike bypasses for those turning left, at
a later stage.
Members of Cambridge Cycling
Campaign made these points at
a meeting with officers from the
city and county council, as well
as representatives of CTC, on 16
March. We await with interest the
results of the public consultation
and any consequent amendments to
the scheme.
Monica Frisch

Local news

Newsletter 94 • February – March 2011

County council reorganised
Having worked in government, I’ve
been through reorganisations, and
know how disorganising they can
be, especially for less senior staff. So
what are all the new door-plates and
letter heads that are being ordered for
Shire Hall?

• Joseph Whelan, Passenger Transport

We’ve details of ETE (Economy,
Transport and Environment), formerly
Environment Services.

Under John Onslow:
• Leon Livermore, Supporting
Business and Communities
• Russell de Ville, Traffic and Road
Safety
• Richard Preston, Local
Infrastructure and Street
Management
• Philip Crack, Assets and
Commissioning
Also Nicola Dear, Policy and
Business Support.

• Dearbhla Lawson, Transport and
Infrastucture Policy and Funding

Jim Chisholm

Correction
In the last newsletter, in our article
looking back at the last 100 issues,
we got the attribution of an article
in Cycling Weekly wrong. The article
(http://bit.ly/GNaExb) is by Keith
Bingham. Simon Scarsbrook did the
illustrations. Many apologies for
this error.

CAMBRIDGE
CYCLE
CENTRE

THE CYCLE REPAIR AND SERVICING SPECIALIST

SAME DAY REPAIRS
WIDE SELECTION
OF USED CYCLES
ACCESSORIES
AND SPARES
OPENING TIMES

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
8AM – 4PM
SATURDAY
10AM – 2PM

8 BOTOLPH LANE
CAMBRIDGE
01223 307114

PEMBROKE STREET

FREE SCHOOL LANE

TRUMPINGTON STREET
MILL LANE

Under Graham Hughes:

• David Arkell, Growth and Economy

Of course, I hope that, unlike my day,
the use of computers and ‘flexible’
workspace means that large boxes of
headed paper are not being pulped,
and weeks are not spent moving desks
and boxes of paper from A to B and
back again.

BOTOLPH LANE

Alex Plant is the Executive Director,
and there are two ‘Service Directors’,
Graham Hughes (Strategy and
Development) and John Onslow
(Infrastructure Management and
Operations). Beneath them are:

• Lynsi Hayward-Smith, Adult
Learning and Skills

SILVER ST.

Many of these people we know, and
have worked with, we hope often
effectively, in the past.

• Bob Menzies, Major Infrastructure
Delivery

I’ve also had confirmation that ‘Cycling’,
including cycle training, will form part
of Bob Menzies’ empire.
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National news

DfT gets moving?

LSTF and BBAF

On 7 February Norman Baker, Under-Secretary of State for
Transport, announced a £15 million growth package to
be implemented by Sustrans and the Cycle Rail Working
Group (a ‘linking places’ fund). I’d thought we’d have to wait
months for results, so you will understand my surprise to
see both the Cambridge News and Cambridge First breaking
an ‘embargo’ to say that half a million pounds would be
available to support the construction of a 3,000-space cycle
park at Cambridge.

Last year the county council submitted a bid to the
Department for Transport (DfT) for money from the ‘Local
Sustainable Transport Fund’ (LSTF). That bid failed.

This was one of 72 items on the DfT list, including ‘Cycle
Centres’, more cycle parking at stations and better links for
cycling and walking to stations.
We have previously said that changes to the planning
agreement were likely to bring forward the new cycle park
at the station and this secured funding must help with that.
So what about the proposed cycle park?
Perhaps by the time you read this, some of the details will
be in the public domain. After the announcement some
were concerned about apparent comparisons with the Leeds
Cyclepoint where charges are £1 per day, although we
understand there are no plans to charge for cycle parking.
Of course, government money to fund cycling schemes all
over the country is good news, but we need to remember
that there have been three tranches of ‘station improvement
funds’ from DfT totalling some £100 million since April.
This has funded large numbers of extra car parking spaces,
including ‘double-decking’ at some stations.
Jim Chisholm

Editor’s comment
As the full-colour special 100th issue turned out so well
and seemed popular, we have decided to print this and
the next issue in full colour. It was worth splashing out
for our 100th issue, which was also larger (28 pages), but
we cannot spend so much on the newsletter every time.
To continue with colour newsletters we need to attract
advertising to offset some of the costs. We are choosing
carefully, focussing mainly on local businesses providing
goods and services relevant to cyclists. I hope no-one
found the advertising excessive or inappropriate (this time
it will bring in more than £600). I am always interested in
your views on the newsletter, and to receive contributions,
whether articles or ‘letters to the Editor’. In the last issue,
we had some pieces under the headline ‘Why I joined’ and
I’d like to include more pieces like this. There was also a
request for ‘more about how people manage their lives by
bike – carrying children, shopping, going on holiday’. I’d
be pleased to receive articles about this, or other cycling
issues. I look forward to receiving your contributions.
Monica Frisch, Newsletter editor
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To be sustainable, one major requirement is that when
the funding ceases the benefits continue. Obviously,
constructing new cycle routes that are then well used
is a good example, and funding the running cost of an
otherwise uneconomic bus service is a bad example.
A revised bid was submitted at the end of February and
fuller details are available at bit.ly/GNaZQx
So briefly what might we, and others wishing to cycle, get?
This bid concentrates on alternative access and travel
planning in both the A10 and A14 corridors. This includes
improving cycle access, and cycle parking, hence making
cycling more viable as an alternative to the car.
If approved, we should get more cycle parking at locations
on the Guided Bus route where existing racks are full,
as well as extra cycle parking at Ely, Waterbeach and
Huntingdon stations. It also includes some loosely defined
new links, which gives some flexibility should some prove
difficult to achieve.
Of course, we know the devil is in the detail but,
assuming the county wins this bid, we will endeavour
to work effectively with county officers to get the best
possible schemes.
There has also been a second bid for DfT funding, which we
have just heard has been successful. This is for money from
a Better Bus Access Fund (BBAF). Some of you will know
that I am an enthusiastic supporter of buses as a solution to
some transport problems, although not as much as Simon
Norton who has an encyclopaedic knowledge of buses not
only in Cambridge but also elsewhere.
BUT some components of this bid should also benefit those
on bikes. The £1.7 million for the Better Bus Area Fund
means we should expect that car parking will be removed
from Jesus Lane, Histon Road and Station Road by the end
of this year. It is at just such locations that bikes and buses
can find themselves fighting for the same bit of roadspace.
Remove the parked cars and you very significantly reduce
the opportunity for conflict, as well as reducing delays for
both buses and bikes.
There are also proposals to further restrict access for nonessential traffic to St Andrew’s St, and hence Hobson St and
King St. The taxi rank will go from St Andrew’s Street by the
early in 2014. Better enforcement of traffic regulations, to
reduce delay is also proposed. Bringing into force Part 6 of
the TMA will make such enforcement easier.
We wrote a letter of support for both these bids.
Jim Chisholm

Cambridge Cycling Campaign
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zipcar is proud
to support cycling
in cambridge

Join at www.zipcar.co.uk/cambridge and
reserve any of the 26 Zipcars that live
in Cambridge by the hour or day.

ZIP0026-190312

Drive from £5/hr (or £49.50/day)
including fuel, insurance and tax.
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Reach fair ride

Bike Ride to Reach Fair 2012
Our biggest annual event starts this
year from outside the Guildhall at
9.30am on Monday 7 May 2012. We
ride the 12 miles to the traditional
and historic country fair in the village
of Reach. All the details are on the
leaflets we have enclosed with
your newsletter.
Our website www.camcycle.org.uk
contains the latest information about
the ride.
Please do help us make this a big
and enjoyable event by bringing your
family and friends, by organising a
group or simply joining in. Give the
leaflets to friends or put them up at
your place of work, school, meeting
place – or wherever. If you need more
leaflets do get in touch.

Fair Reach
The ride starts on Bank Holiday
Monday 7 May outside the Guildhall
in Market Square. The route will be
exactly the same as in 2011. We are
riding to Reach Fair where we shall
stay for just over 2 hours before
returning via the Lodes Way. We
assemble from 9.00am and departures
start from 9.30am until our last
departure at 10.00am. You can join
the ride as we pass the Fort St. George
pub on Midsummer Common, the
Green Dragon Bridge on Stourbridge
Common, or at Newmarket Road Park
& Ride where the last riders will
pass at 10.30am. Slower riders are
encouraged to join the earlier starts to
ensure we get to Reach in good time
for the opening of the fair at noon.
Please help us by distributing
the enclosed leaflets.
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Cambridge’s Mayor for 2011-12, Councillor Ian Nimmo-Smith (right, with Simon),
will be joining us on the ride to Reach Fair.

Reach fair ride
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Marshal plan
Reaching our goal of 500 riders depends on the weather on
the morning of the ride, and how well we can all encourage
our friends and families to take part in the event. This event
is an excellent demonstration of the practicality of bicycles
over this sort of distance.
We do need more people to help marshal the event to
make sure it runs smoothly. The main job of a marshal is
to know the route, so if you want to help with that do get
in touch. As many marshals as possible should come on
our reconnaissance ride on Saturday 5 May, leaving from
10.30am in front of the Guildhall. We will ride the whole
route to note any problems and to make sure the paths
are clear of overgrown hedges and any sharps that might
cause punctures.
We are delighted to have the Mayor joining in with us again
this year. We hope you can make it, and look forward to
seeing you there.
Simon Nuttall

Cycling Instructors Wanted!
Location: Cambs, Hunts,
Suffolk
Type of contract:
Freelance
Salary: £12 per hour +
expenses

Are you an enthusiastic cyclist?
Would you like to share your passion for cycling?
Outspoken Training is recruiting motivated individuals to deliver fun,
dynamic, top quality cycle training courses to children & adults.

For more information, please visit our
website or contact Lisa Dawson
www.outspokentraining.co.uk
01223 719594
team@outspokentraining.co.uk
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DfT, FoI, MCLs, PCNs and the TMA (part 6)
I’m afraid I am rather addicted to
TLAs (Three Letter Acronyms), so I had
better explain:
In 2004 the Traffic Management
Bill received royal assent and thus
became an Act (the TMA). Of course
this didn’t mean that all this became
law on that day, as much needed
to be ‘enabled’ and advice and
guidelines on enforcement written (a
process done by civil servants rather
than Parliament).
So what does the TMA do that’s
of importance to us? It enables
Civil Enforcement Officers to issue
PCNs (Penalty Charge Notices) for a
variety of minor traffic infringements
in LAPE (Local Authority Parking
Enforcement) areas.
One amendment to the Bill was to
include in that list of infringements
those in MCLs (Mandatory Cycle
Lanes). We’ve now obtained more
information from the Department for
Transport (DfT) by using Freedom of
Information (FoI).

cameras as part of the enforcement
process.
Unfortunately, many police officers
fail to realise either that driving in an
MCL is an offence, or that dealing with
illegal stopping in such lanes is also
their responsibility.
We had heard that some were
concerned that extending the list of
offences covered by civil enforcement,
and especially those involving
cameras, was considered a ‘war on the
motorist’. Actually, far more motorists
suffer far more by lack of enforcement,
as delays and danger occurs as a result
of illegal actions by a small minority.
Not to mention the dangers caused to
vulnerable road users such as those on
foot or bike.
Using FoI we’ve obtained some
useful information:
In late 2010 the DfT wrote to 20 local
authorities about enactment of Part 6,
and 14 replied.
The minister concerned wrote that:

So now I’ll begin. Part 6 of the TMA has
never been enabled, and hence a string
of minor ‘moving traffic’ infringements
remain the responsibility of police
officers to enforce. This is despite
repeated promises as part of the DfT
Cycling and Walking Action Plans
between 2005 and 2009. These include
a number of things such as offences
in MCLs and yellow box junctions. Part
6 also enables the use of ‘approved’

‘whilst some were clearly
very enthusiastic about this,
… others were more muted in
their support. Indeed some did
not respond to the letter… We
came to the conclusion that
this was not an area where staff
resources should be devoted at
this moment in time.’

ROCCO’S BIKES
FRIENDLY SAME-DAY SERVICE

Servicing, spares and repairs,
new and second-hand bikes
10% discount on spares for members
Unit 3A Gwydir Enterprise Centre
23-25 Gwydir Street Cambridge CB1 2LG
Opening times: Mon/Wed/Fri 12-6,
Tue/Thur 2-6, Sat 12-4
Contact Rocco on: 07855 606393
roccosbikes@tiscali.co.uk www.roccosbikes.co.uk
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In fact four of the local authorities,
being district councils, had no Highway
powers and hence little interest. One
said that if they’d had the powers
it is possible that a fatality might
have been prevented. Others had
written previously to DfT requesting
such powers to improve ‘Network
Management’. Not one that replied said
they would not support ‘enactment’.
We consider that the consultation
letter, consultation process, and
the assessment of replies were all
seriously flawed.
We have passed much of this
information on to LTT (Local Transport
Today – a fortnightly publication much
read in local authorities), CBT (The
Campaign for Better Transport), CTC
(one of those TLAs that now isn’t a
TLA...).
I do hope that part 6 is enabled soon,
and that the three vehicles that seem
to stop daily in the cycle lane near the
University Arms hotel will then use the
loading bay just some 20 metres away.
We believe that the Department for
Transport must enable Part 6 of the
Traffic Management Act (2004) as soon
as possible, in line with The Times’
‘Cities fit for Cycling’ campaign.
If you are interested in the details of
this, see our website:
www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/
issues/mcls/
Jim Chisholm

Diary
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Campaign diary
April 2012
Tue 3

Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30pm, and a chance to chat, and
for us to introduce ourselves to new members).

8 pm

Big Bike Day. Milton Country Park Bike. Promotion featuring the launch of You Can Bike Too, with a selection of specially
modified and constructed bikes, trikes and even quads that really do make cycling accessible to people of all abilities.

Wed 4

Social gathering. Join us at CB2 café, 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Mon 16

From 7 pm

Sat 21

10am-4pm Basic cycle maintenance course. Run by Outspoken! Cycle Training. See www.outspokentraining.co.uk/basic.html for details.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign members get 20% discount.

Sun 22

10am-4pm Intermediate cycle maintenance course. Run by Outspoken! Cycle Training. See www.outspokentraining.co.uk/basic.html for
details. Cambridge Cycling Campaign members get 20% discount.
Newsletter 102 deadline. Please send copy to newsletter-articles@camcycle.org.uk . Members are warmly invited to write
articles (style guidelines available) and are invited to contact the Editor (Monica Frisch: mfrisch@phonecoop.coop) in the
first instance.

Sun 29

May 2012
Tue 1

8 pm

Monthly General Meeting. See 3 April.

Mon 7

9.30 am

Reach Fair Ride. Our annual ride to the traditional village fair at Reach on May Day is an ideal family day out. Meet at
9.30am from the Guildhall, Cambridge. See p12 for more details.

Sat 26

10am-4pm Basic cycle maintenance course. See 21 April.

Sun 27

10am-4pm Intermediate cycle maintenance course. See 22 April.
June 2012

Tue 5

8 pm

Monthly General Meeting. See 3 April.

City and county council committees
Campaign members may be interested to attend Planning Committee
and Area Committee meetings, which often include cycling and walking
issues. Joint Development Control Committee meetings, which determine
the Planning Applications relating to the major housing development
proposals for the Cambridge sub-region, are also open to the public.
Details of venue and agenda are available about a week beforehand at
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/

Wed 16 10.30 am
		
Thu 17 6.30 pm
Wed 23 10.00 am
		
Tue 29 4.30 pm
Wed 30 9.30 am

APRIL 2012

JUNE 2012

Wed 4 9.30 am
Wed 11 10 am
Thu 12 7 pm
Tue 17 4.30 pm
Wed 18 10.30 am
		
Wed 25 10 am
		
Thu 26 7 pm

Planning Committee
Development Control Forum
East Area Committee
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Joint Development Control Committee:
Cambridge Fringes
Joint Development Control – Cambridge Fringes –
Development Control Forum
West/Central Area Committee

MAY 2012
Wed 2
Wed 9
Thu 10

9.30 am Planning Committee
10 am Development Control Forum
7.30 pm South Area Committee

Wed 6

10 am

Joint Development Control Committee:
Cambridge Fringes
North Area Committee
Joint Development Control – Cambridge Fringes
Development Control Forum
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Planning Committee
Development Control Forum

Cycle rides
CTC Cambridge organises a variety of rides throughout the week, all
year round. Spring weather, and the clock change means longer days
to enjoy, so they have put some longer rides back into the mix. But
there’s a varied choice of rides: lots of favourites and most of them
can be adjusted to suit the weather and the group on the day. On
Sundays, they have all-day rides in addition to afternoon outings,
and the twice-monthly Saturday morning introductory rides restarted
in March. There are also Tuesday and Thursday day rides, as well as
Wednesday evening rides. More information can be found online at
www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk
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Local News

White lines
I cycle to work every day along Newmarket Road. One of
the more challenging parts of the journey is crossing the
roundabout at the junction with East Road and Elizabeth
Way, because when wanting to go straight on (westbound)
there is potential for conflict with left-turning motor
vehicles. There is a cycle lane on the westbound approach
to the roundabout, but it stops a little way short of the
roundabout, at about the point at which I normally start
moving out towards the middle of the traffic lane to make
my intentions clear. Whilst it would be preferable to have a
lane right up to the roundabout and an advance stop line,
the road width would make this difficult without losing a
traffic lane. So I think this arrangement is the best that can
be had without redesigning the junction.
Recently, the county council had instructed a contractor to
repaint all the white lines on this part of Newmarket Road,
as they were badly faded. I was pleased to discover this on
my usual ride into work on 29 February – until I reached
the roundabout. What I found was the cycle lane no longer

Photomap this month:
editor’s pick
#35953: Cyclist on the 14th-century Pont
Valentré, Cahors in south-western France

This month’s pick from the CycleStreets photomap on our
website. For more cycling-related photos of Cambridge and
beyond, or to add your own, visit
www.cyclestreets.net/photomap
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Newmarket Road at Elizabeth Way roundabout beforehand.
stopped in the usual place: it carried on, wobbled a bit,
then veered off towards the kerb. By the time I reached the
stop line, the lane was unusably narrow – possibly not even
the width of my
handlebars. But
some motor traffic
took this new line
as an indication of
how much room
I needed.
When I got to work
I sent an email
to the county
council. I got a
response within
a day, saying that
they would inspect
the area and ask
the contractor
to make any
necessary remedial
works – since the
contractor was
only instructed
to repaint the
The short-lived shrinking lane.

existing lines, not to make any changes to the positioning
of the lines. By the end of the week, the offending line had
been removed, and the layout put back to how it was before.
It was clearly a simple mistake, and I was very pleased it
was corrected quickly and without fuss.
Tom Cumming

